GEORGIA (REPUBLIC OF)

Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity

- Georgian alphabet and writing system
- Traditional wine-making method “QVEVRI”
- Polyphonic singing
- Georgian traditional wrestling “CHIDAOBA”
SPORT SYSTEM:

➢ The public authorities play an active role and are highly engaged in regulation of sport

➢ Leading public agency: Ministry of Education, Science, Culture and Sport

➢ Regulations: “Law on Sport”, “Civil Code”, by-laws

➢ Sports organizations: 60 out of 82 recognized sports federations get public funds
The study implemented and supported:
National Sports Governance Observer: GEORGIA

Athletics, Aquatics, Football, Handball, Tennis

Overall NSGO index score: **21%**
Legacy of NSGO GEORGIA:

➢ Parliamentary Committee on Sport addressed recommendations to executive authorities
➢ Handball federations requested assistance for applying more principles

Plans for upcoming 2020 (Parliamentary Committee on Sports):

❑ Conduct study in 20 national federations
❑ Review good practices of foreign countries (legal & institutional)
❑ Elaborate and adopt a Code of Good Governance in Sports (compulsory standards)
Final report on NSGO Georgia is available: http://bit.ly/2UGvsZc
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